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At the North American Marine
Environment Protection Association
(NAMEPA), the commitment to
“Save Our Seas” is one we must
renew each year. The preservation
and protection of the marine
environment is not a remote
aspiration, but an abiding
responsibility – one that requires
equal focus on both industry and
the environment.
We would like to take a moment
to acknowledge our exponential
growth as an institution, specifically
with regard to our education
initiatives, and examine the
impact such a presence has on the
unification of these two principle
focuses of our organization and the
marine environment itself.

Advocate # Educate # Activate
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NAMEPA was named winner of the “Environment Award” at the Inaugural Lloyd’s List North
America Maritime Awards held in Houston, Texas.

Education Initiatives
By engaging seafarers, port communities, and students with educational programs
attuned to each group’s unique role in the marine universe, we actively promote a more
efficient industry in a more sustainable environment.

SEAFARERS

PORT COMMUNITIES

As integral components to the current state of the
shipping industry, our educational efforts with seafarers are
some of the most immediately important work that we do.
In 2013, we updated our MARPOL/Marine Science seafarer
training program wherein the importance and, in effect, the
responsibility of the individual is affirmed. By working directly
with seafarers to educate them not only on their environmental
impact, but also the global importance of their endeavors, we
strive to create more conscientious, and thus more efficient
workers.
Paired with the updated training program, 2013’s regulatory
updates also work towards the same goal of efficiency. As
presented at last January’s Environmental Intelligence in
Maritime seminar in Houston, these improved seafaring
regulations aim to create more alert and accountable workers
with new requirements relating to:
• Able Seaman Competence
• Electronic Chart Display Information System
• Dynamic Positioning Training
• Distance/Web-Based Learning
• General Deck/Engine Competence
• Vessels Operating in Polar Waters
• Marine Environmental Awareness and Leadership
These new regulations have helped foster strong PortState
Control and industry inspection for rest hours along with an
increased accountability for non-compliant officers, crew
members, and vessels.

By hosting and participating in industry conferences
and seminars with regional orientation suiting local
communities’ interests and concerns, our educational
outreach to port communities makes for a more effective,
enduring, and adaptable marine industry.
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STUDENTS
Last year we signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
to streamline and promote a national
initiative to raise awareness about marine
debris. By collaborating with an established
government entity, as well as the esteemed
Sea Research Foundation, we have been
able to reach out and educate thousands
of students, and, with national distribution
beginning this year, that number is set to
grow to hundreds of thousands posthaste.
{Additional partners in extending this
information include the United States Coast
Guard and its Auxiliary, a pool of over
70,000 strong!}
Through pooling resources with NOAA
and the Sea Research Foundation, and
calling on learning institutions such as the
Boys and Girls Clubs of America, we have
created and distributed presentations
that are uniquely entertaining and succinct
for both elementary and middle school
children. We have also begun a special
program for high school students that focuses on character building and leadership
skills, and seeks to instill a commitment to
community service through educational
interactions with younger students.
2013 brought the launch of NAMEPA Jr.- a
website committed to providing interactive ways for children to learn and explore
the importance of a safe and sustainable
marine environment. The site is filled with
educational games, downloadable activity
books and handouts, as well as our Marine
Debris Presentations (our NAMEPA mascot,
Morgan the Manatee, leads children
through the website).
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COLLEGES
To establish NAMEPA chapters in the nation’s finest colleges and universities we created the downloadable “NAMEPA Campus Chapter Tool Kit” to help students get started.
The kit includes a suggested agenda and suggested bylaws,
as well as a letter detailing our mission statement for Campus Chapter advisors. These Campus Chapters will not only
help us to educate undergrads, but also allow undergrads
to educate younger students. In doing so, our Educational
Initiatives achieve a greater unity and our mission becomes
a priority to young people.

DRAWING CONTEST
In 2013, we teamed with the United States Coast Guard,
the JASON Project, and the Sea Research Foundation to
sponsor a drawing contest for students K-12, together
reaching over 2.5 million students.
Based on a theme of “Making Ships Greener,” winners
from K-5 and 6- 12 divisions were selected from a field of
nearly 400 submissions. The contest served as a unique
opportunity for students to learn more about ships, how
they are built, run, and employed.

MARITIME ACADEMIES AND HARBOR SCHOOLS
The Maritime Academies and Harbor Schools Outreach Program at NAMEPA seeks to engage with cadets, students, faculty, and staff at each of the university-level maritime academies and harbor schools throughout the country. Through
continuing to build partnerships with the academies and
harbor schools, NAMEPA strives to foster a relationship (and
membership) with the next generation of maritime and environmental industry leaders. Our goal is to have a strong,
active student-led chapter of NAMEPA at each of the maritime academies and harbor schools, and we assist them towards that goal by providing them support, guidance and
the opportunity to attend and participate in regional and
national NAMEPA seminars, programs, and other events. In
turn, the chapters spread the message of NAMEPA to the local community by organizing beach clean ups, assisting in
educational outreach, hosting NAMEPA functions, and serving as a point of contact between NAMEPA and the academies. Cadets, students and recent alumni of the maritime
academy chapters have served as NAMEPA interns, seminar
panelists, award recipients, and staff, and NAMEPA is working to expand its partnership with each of the maritime
academies moving forward.

SCIENCE FAIR
For high school and undergraduate students as well,
NAMEPA co-sponsored a Marine-Science Fair with the
American Salvage Association in 2013. Entrants submitted
300 word abstracts and technical papers with no size
limitations covering a range of marine-based topics such
as marine environmental care, alternative fuel supplies for
ships, and oil and chemical spill remediation. Our 1st Prize
winners received $500, a custom engraved plaque, and
recognition at the North American World Maritime Day
event in New York City.
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INTERNS
Beginning in 2012, we have coordinated an internship program with the CMA
Education Foundation. This past year we worked with seven different interns
from June through September, each having a specific focus on the environment
in their studies and bringing their excitement to learn into the workplace. Interns
worked on developing programs to present to learning institutions, created our
new website, and gave us a stronger presence on social media. At NAMEPA, we
strive to make the intern experience one where leadership skills are practiced
and out of office experiences are given. We encourage questions and hope our
direction in the field can help not only with the success of the individual, but,
ultimately, with the soundness of the environment and industry as well.

		

INTERN SPOTLIGHT

ELISE AVALLON
My initial interest in the environment was sparked by an Environmental Science course I took my senior year of high
school. This class was extremely enlightening for me. It made me realize how ignorant I had previously been about the
environmental issues facing my generation. It was this realization and subsequent passion
to do something about it that led me to pursue a degree in Environmental Conservation
Studies from the University of New Hampshire. After graduating in 2012, I had a number
of temporary positions and was seeking a position that would provide me with valuable
experience in the nonprofit sector and was relevant to my field of study. I first joined
NAMEPA as an intern in September of 2013, excited to be able to contribute to a cause I’m
passionate about. During my internship, I assisted with the development and implementation of NAMEPA’s education programs, the redesign of NAMEPA’s website, social media
marketing, grant research, and much more. My internship with NAMEPA provided me with
great experience and insight into the marine industry, and led to a full-time position as the
Education and Outreach Coordinator. I am excited and proud to be apart of an organization that enables me to contribute
to a mission I’m passionate about every day.

ARIANNA MOSCONE
This past summer, I served as an intern for NAMEPA, working remotely from my coastal hometown, Marblehead, Massachusetts. My internship focused on working with a Marine Debris Program Curriculum created by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. This curriculum contained lessons about marine debris
and its effects on marine environment and wildlife. Using the text and lessons in NOAA’s
curriculum, I created presentations for students ranging from grades K-12. I converted
the texts into entertaining and educational PowerPoint presentations, including handson activities that best complimented the lessons. The main goal of my work was to execute lessons from the curriculum, and decide which teachings and activities were the
most effective for different age groups.
I was inspired by the students’ reactions and passions when educating them about the
amount of marine debris we have in our oceans. One of my students, a 7-year-old named
Isabelle, had already created petitions and protests to keep sewage out of our oceans. Witnessing the youth’s receptiveness to my presentations was really a turning point for me; it further uncovered my enthusiasm to educate others and
motivate them to adopt ocean conservation practices.
My time at NAMEPA was a true learning experience, and solidified my interests in pursuing a career in environmental
science and education. It is my goal to continue to educate others about ocean conservation, and I am inspired each day
by NAMEPA’s efforts to reach this goal as well.
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2013 CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS
EVENT HOST

EVENT PARTICIPANT

January
Environmental Intelligence in Maritime (EIM)
Seminar: Regulatory Updates – Houston, TX:
Speakers from leading marine organizations discussed environmental issues regarding improved energy efficiency in ships,
MARPOL regulation updates on tonnage disposal, effects of rig
platform abandonment in the Gulf, etc. Seafarer specialists spoke
about the impacts of regulations facing seafarers, including
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) an
overview of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of
2012 and the Maritime Labor Convention (MLC) 2006.

March
Connecticut Maritime Association: Shipping Conference &
Exhibition – Stamford, CT
NAMEPA exhibited at the 28th annual gathering of the international shipping community in North America’s leading commercial shipping center for two and a half days of business- and market-oriented activity.

February EIM Seminar: Harmonizing California’s Environmental
Regulations – Long Beach, CA:
Aboard the Queen Mary, pioneers in the maritime industry outlined strategies for meeting new environmental regulations.
Topics included emissions, protection of marine mammals, and
evaluated the implications of the expansion of the Panama Canal.
May
NAMEPA National Maritime Day Seminar: Safety at Sea, Dinner,
and AMVER Awards – Washington, DC
Industry and governmental leaders discussed improving the
safety of seafarers and passengers with topics including whistle
blowing, the Maritime Labor Convention, and seafarer welfare.
NOAA’s new RULET program about the prioritization of potentially polluting shipwrecks was also discussed. The dinner and AMVER Awards celebrated the volunteerism of the merchant marine
industry to respond to emergencies at sea.
August
EIM: Preparedness for Arctic Drilling – Anchorage, AK
Industry, regulators, environmental groups, and local Alaskans
deliberated the challenges of responsibly accessing the ocean’s
oil and gas reserves while protecting and preserving the marine
environment. Discussions were focused on industry regulations,
oil spill response and training, and public expectations, with an
overall theme of cooperation and collaboration.

September Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup – Stamford
and Fairfield, CT
NAMEPA participated in the International Coastal Cleanup with
the 5th Annual Dolphin Cove cleanup in Stamford, CT and a local
cleanup with Boys & Girls Clubs in Fairfield, CT.
October
3rd Annual Shipping & Offshore CSR Forum: “Corporate Social
Responsibility as a Competitive Advantage” – London
This forum, covering all CSR areas including environment, innovation, human resources, safety and security, and corporate governance, was designed to address the benefits of CSR to shipping
and offshore companies, investment and financial regions, and
the general public. Clay Maitland, founding chairman of NAMEPA, was awarded “Capital Link’s 2013 Maritime CSR Leadership
Award.”
November MARPOL Roundtable Discussion – Houston, TX
Industry was invited to meet government officials and agencies
enforcing MARPOL and related regulations.
November Background to Shipping North America Seminar – Miami, FL
This seminar offered a deeper understanding of marine industry
stakeholders, commercial drivers and future trends in discussing
shipping markets and industry drivers, international conventions
and maritime regulations, greener shipping, maritime law, ship
management and operations and maritime security.

October
2013 World Maritime Day Observance – New York, NY aboard the
Hornblower Infinity
This conference updated maritime stakeholders on environmental stewardship, safety culture, energy efficiency, new technologies and innovations, and marine education and training. The
awards dinner honored corporate, association, federal, education
and individual efforts to “Save Our Seas.”
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PARTNERSHIPS
AND STRATEGIC
ALLIANCES
By forming partnerships and strategic alliances as diverse as our
membership composition, we
have been able to exponentially
extend our reach within the marine industry. To learn how to become a partner or sponsor, visit
www.namepa.net/sponsors.
AMERICAN SALVAGE ASSOCIATION
(ASA)
U.S. COAST GUARD
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME
ORGANIZATION (IMO)
JASON LEARNING
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
(NOAA)
NEW YORK MARITIME, INC. (NYMAR)
OCEAN CONSERVANCY

MOVING FORWARD IN 2014
2013 has been a pivotal for NAMEPA, one filled with incredible growth
and exciting change. We remain dedicated to our mission as ever, and begin the new year only strengthened in our cause. Expect big things in 2014
because we are ready to advocate, educate, activate, and “Save our Seas!”
EXPANDING MARINE ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION:
-engaging in new partnerships
-developing new programs
-outreach to educational institutions internationally
-charter membership through universities
Our goal is to develop leadership and global responsibility to protect the
marine environment worldwide and further educate the public about the
marine industry.
SAVE THE DATES
2014 promises to be a productive year, with many events and strategic
alliances brewing:
March 17-19
April 17
May 22
August 13
October TBD
October 29

CMA – Stamford, CT
EIM Conference on Marine Debris – San Francisco, CA
AMVER/National Maritime Day/Safety at Sea – Washington, DC
EIM Conference – Alaska
World Maritime Day Observance, Cancun, Mexico
NAMEPA Conference & Awards Dinner – NYC

NY/NJ PROPELLER CLUB
SEA PARTNERS
SEA RESEARCH
COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
COAST GUARD FOUNDATION
WEST GULF MARITIME ASSOCIATION
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY

ADVOCATE, EDUCATE, ACTIVATE– BECOME A MEMBER!

690 Mill Hill Terrace,
Southport, CT USA 06890
Phone: +203 255 4686
Website: www.namepa.net
Email: contact@namepa.net

By joining NAMEPA, you or your organization would join the ranks of industry’s strongest supporters and demonstrate your individual and corporate
commitment to responsible practices and to the preservation of the marine
environment. You will help in our efforts to “Save our Seas.”
By becoming a member, you will:
• Participate in a global effort to “Save our Seas”.
• Help reduce the impact of the maritime industry on the marine environment.
• Educate the next generation on shipping and the marine environment.
• Present a positive image of our industry to the public sector.
• Reinforce employee enthusiasm for environmental initiatives.
• Demonstrate leadership in this highly visible global effort.
• Take action today for tomorrow’s children.
To become a member, visit www.namepa.net/become-a-member.
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